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Aconite PIN Manager 
Product Essentials  
Overview, Benefits 

Aconite PIN Manager (APM) is a comprehensive solution to PIN 
management across the enterprise for issuers and processors that is both PCI 
compliant and also delivers significant benefits. PCI now mandates 
compliance in handling and managing PIN data in card payment systems, 
and many legacy PIN processes are unable to meet these requirements.  

APM’s principal functions, which can be implemented together or 
individually are: 

4 as a PIN capture and distribution system providing PIN services over a 
range of customer-facing digital channels, and interfacing with back 
office systems as required 

4 as the core of a back-office PIN management operation for PIN 
generation, storage and verification. 

The benefits of APM include: 

4 the elimination of costs and fraud risks associated with postal PIN mailers 

4 a reduction in the costs of call center support for forgotten PIN and other 
PIN management requests 

4 removal of dependency on ATM reciprocity for PIN management 
functions 

4 faster card activation, and therefore increased usage of cards 

4 improved customer service and enhanced usage of digital channels, 
particularly web and mobile banking, but also SMS and IVR 

4 reduction of the risk of attack on older and/or distributed PIN handling 
processes.  

All PIN processes are protected by the highest levels of security both within 
the datacenter and right down to the mobile or browser, and in addition to 
being compliant with PCI, meet all the requirements of card payment 
schemes and national card security organizations. APM can be the system of 
record for PIN storage or can access and update PINs held in other systems 
such as card management.  

Integration 

Depending on the existing set-up and the selected deployment options, APM 
can interface with card management, core banking and authorization 
systems, and with customer-facing web and mobile servers, SMS gateways 
and IVRs. 
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PIN Capture and Distribution 

APM provides a choice of mechanisms for PIN capture and distribution over 
digital channels: 

4 an API that developers can integrate into web and mobile banking apps, 
or into IVR systems 

4 a JavaScript component: Virtual PIN Pad™ – that can be embedded into 
web pages from where PIN functions are invoked. 

An illustration of a mobile implementation of PIN capture is shown to the left, 
and a web banking implementation is shown below.  

Both mechanisms implement an Aconite-developed security protocol that 
separates PIN data from account and personal data and encrypts all PIN data 
between the customer device and APM. Dynamic end-to-end encryption 
prevents interception by any intermediate component, such as a webserver. 
The API enables developers to maintain the UX of existing mobile apps or 
web applications, while the JavaScript component’s secure Virtual PIN Pad 
can be skinned to maintain the website’s look and feel and uses a range of 
techniques to prevent hacking of PINs when input or displayed. 

Through these channels, PINs can be notified or re-notified to cardholders on 
request. PINs can be pre-selected as part of online account creation or card 
ordering process or captured to change an existing PIN. APM can calculate 
and output PVV and CVV2 to external systems. APM integrates with 
Aconite’s EMV® script engine to synchronize EMV offline PINs in cards with 
PINs held in APM or back office systems.  

APM also supports PIN notification via SMS, which is subject to two-factor 
authentication using a One-Time Passcode (OTP) over a separate ‘out-of-
band’ channel to comply with card scheme mandates. 

 

browser-based PIN 
capture example 

mobile PIN capture 
example 
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PIN Generation, Storage and Verification 

APM optionally generates PINs on demand during card production or in bulk 
for later allocation to cards. APM’s PIN Vault can temporarily store generated 
or captured PIN data or can be the permanent system of record for PINs. PIN 
storage uses multiple layers of hardware encryption to prevent unauthorized 
access. 

For PIN verification, APM exposes an API or messaging interface that can be 
called from the transaction authorization path. 

Find out more about Aconite’s PIN Manager at our website:  

www.aconitetechnology.com/aconite-pin-manager/ 

The Aconite name and logo, APM™ and Virtual PIN Pad™ are trademarks of Aconite Technology Ltd. EMV® is a registered trademark in 
the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo, LLC. 
 


